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This fun-filled, informative, and up-to-date guide to making great pictures with a digital camera will

appeal to kids of all ages. Budding shutterbugs will find much to learn and explore between the

pages of this colorful and wide-ranging introduction to the world of photography. Illustrated

throughout and written in a style that's informative and easy to understand, this book covers

everything from the difference between digitala and film cameras to mastering action shots and

taking pictures of one's favorite pets. Sections introduce young readers to famous photographers

and iconic images. Acclaimed writer George Sullivan also explains the principles of composition,

lighting, and visual story-telling, and even the proper way to hold a camera. He offers valuable tips

for creating whimsical, unusual shots, and for using free software to organize, share, and edit

photographs. Kids will be entertained and challenged in discovering how to make exciting, high

quality photographs they can share with their family and friends.
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After tracing the history of the photographic process, discussing a few famous pictures, and

highlighting a number of giants in the field like Ansel Adams, Henri Cartier-Bresson, and Dorothea

Lange, acclaimed nonfiction writer Sullivan spends the rest of the book doling out the tips,

techniques, and advice that young shutterbugs likely came for. Keeping things beginner friendly,

Sullivan sidesteps the technical side of how proper exposures involve the interlocking relationship



between aperture, shutter speed, and ISO and simply tells readers to use their camerasÃ¢â‚¬â„¢

built-in preset settings (the assumption is that readers are using digital cameras). He gives cogent

advice on framing shots creatively, finding dramatic lighting, and editing with computer software. He

also talks about the different challenges associated with different photographic goals, from sports

and landscape shots to portraits and candids. Both informative and approachable, this is a great

resource to get kids interested in stretching beyond a point-and-shoot mentality. Grades 5-8. --Ian

Chipman

This fun-filled, informative, and up-to-date guide to making great pictures with a digital camera will

appeal to kids of all ages.

Purchased for my grandson who is interested in photography.

too much writing for children to read.

Bought this to introduce my 6-year- old granddaughter to photography thinking it would be geared

toward children with illustrations that would engage them. Not the case.... It's not a book you could

expect them to sit down with, with or without an adult, and find it interesting.

I think this book was very informative and had an easy format for kids. Very pleased indeed with t

his book.

This book is filled with lovely photos and some great beginner tips. It is more for a child that is JUST

beginning to handle a camera and you are tired of all those headless or up the nose shots. I think it

more helpful if the parent goes through the book with the child and explains a little more in depth

about the different areas being discussed. Although this was written for a little bit older child, in this

digital age I found it handy to show to my 5 year old.
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